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Abstract

Pooling is the most common technique used to
build modern test collections. Evidence is mounting
that pooling may not yield reusable test collections
for very large document sets. This paper describes the
approach taken in the TREC 2006 Terabyte Track: an
initial shallow pool was judged to gather relevance
information, which was then used to draw a random
sample of further documents to judge. The sample
judgments rank systems somewhat differently than the
pool. Some analysis and plans for further research
are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Test collections are tools for comparing the effec-

tiveness of two or more retrieval systems. A test col-

lection consists of a set of documents, a set of search

needs called topics and a mapping from topics to the

documents that are relevant to them called relevance
judgments or qrels. A retrieval system transforms each

topic into a query which is then used to search the

collection. The system returns a ranked list of doc-

uments predicted to be relevant to each topic. This

set of ranked lists is called a run. Using the rele-

vance judgments, we can measure the quality of the

runs, and quantitatively compare the outputs of multi-

ple retrieval systems. This experimental approach to

measuring search effectiveness is called the Cranfield

paradigm, after a pioneering study by Cleverdon at the

Cranfield Aeronautical College [10].

Historically, test collections were completely

judged, meaning that every document was assessed

for relevance to every search topic. While allowing

for exact measurement of search effectiveness, com-

plete judgments limits the scalability of test collec-

tions to perhaps on the order of ten thousand docu-

ments. In 1975, Sparck Jones and Van Rijsbergen pro-

posed pooling as a method of scaling retrieval collec-

tions [12]. Rather than judging the entire collection,

we search for relevant documents using a number of

retrieval systems, combine the top-ranked documents

from each of them, and judge only those documents.

The top λ documents from each system for a single

topic are called a pool. If the pools are large and di-

verse enough, the judged documents that come from

them represent an unbiased sample of the relevant and

nonrelevant documents that exist for those topics. If

the sample is unbiased, we can use it to compare two

or more systems fairly.

Pooling has been used for many years to build

test collections within the Text REtrieval Confer-

ence (TREC), the NTCIR conferences, and other

venues [15]. These collections range in size from

about half a million documents up to tens of millions.

Even a collection of 500,000 documents can never

have complete judgments, since an assessor would

need to work non-stop for months on end in order to

read every document in the collection for even a single

topic. Thus, pooling has become the standard method

for building large test collections.

Test collections are most useful when they are

reusable, that is, when they can be reliably used to

rank systems that did not contribute to the pools. The

systems that contribute to the pools can be measured

exactly up to the pooling depth; when λ = 100, for ex-

ample, precision at ranks up to 100 is exactly known,

and other measures including mean average precision

(MAP) can be estimated very accurately. However,

systems that did not contribute to the pools may use

different retrieval algorithms and techniques, and con-

sequently may retrieve unjudged documents. These

unjudged documents are normally assumed to be non-

relevant. If the pooled relevance judgments are indeed

sufficiently complete and unbiased, this is a safe as-

sumption, but if not, the effectiveness of systems that

did not contribute to the pool will be underestimated.

Justin Zobel investigated the reliability of the pool-

ing assumption and the reusability of the earlier TREC

collections by removing runs from the pool. For each

pool run, he removed the relevant documents retrieved

by only that run, and measured that run using the re-

maining relevance judgments. This procedure simu-����������������
�����������
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lates what would happen if that run had not contributed

to the pools. He found that MAP scores changed only

slightly, and based on this as well as estimates of full

recall that the TREC collections of that time were suf-

ficiently complete to be reusable [17].

Zobel’s result is important because the success of

the Cranfield paradigm is entirely due to the reusabil-

ity of test collections. The ranking of systems based

on a single test collection only holds for that particular

collection; results must be reproduced in multiple test

collections before drawing conclusions. If a collection

is only fair to the systems that participated in its cre-

ation, then every experiment must create its own test

collection, making it very difficult if not impossible to

achieve reliable and comparable experimental results.

2 The scalability of pooling

Does pooling scale as collections grow beyond the

gigabyte range? A workshop held at SIGIR in 2003

hypothesized that very large collections would have

very many relevant documents, and that pooling would

discover only a very small fraction of them. The result-

ing relevance judgments would then be biased towards

participating retrieval systems and might unfairly rank

new or alternative approaches [11]. The goal of the

TREC terabyte track, which grew out of that work-

shop, was to build a very large test collection and at-

tempt to determine the effectiveness of pooling in that

collection [8].

Pooled relevance judgments for very large collec-

tions may not be reusable for two reasons. The first

is that the judgments will be very sparse and thus not

sufficiently complete to accurately measure new runs.

A solution to this problem is to design measures to be

robust when judgments are not complete. One such

measure is bpref [7]. Whereas MAP assumes that un-

judged documents are not relevant, bpref only consid-

ers the ranks of retrieved documents that have been

judged either relevant or nonrelevant. bpref is defined

as:

bpref =
1

|R|
∑

r

(1 − |n ranked higher than r|
min(|R|, |N |) )

where R is the total number of judged relevant doc-

uments, N is the number of judged nonrelevant doc-

uments, r is a relevant retrieved document, and n is

a member of the first R nonrelevant retrieved docu-

ments.1 Bpref can be thought of as the inverse of the

fraction of judged nonrelevant documents that are re-

trieved before relevant ones. In experiments where

older TREC collections were subsampled to simulate

1This formula differs from that given in [7] and solves a bug

when there are very few judged nonrelevant documents. The for-

mula given here matches the current implementation in trec
eval. See the file bpref bug in the trec eval documentation.

sparse relevance judgments, bpref strongly correlates

with the full-collection MAP score. In the TREC ter-

abyte track, bpref has been reported alongside MAP as

an official effectiveness measure.

The second concern with pooling in very large col-

lections is that the judgments will be biased. “Biased”

here does not mean statistical bias but rather that a

test collection will unfairly rank some class of sys-

tems. This can happen because only a certain kind

of retrieval algorithm contributes to the pool, or be-

cause some kinds of documents are pooled and not

others, for example. Zobel’s leave-one-out experiment

examines bias against a run which was not pooled (but

which might have been pooled at that point in time).

Buckley et al. considered bias towards a particular

kind of query formulation strategy, namely queries that

focus strongly on the title words of topics [6]. They

proposed a measure of this bias, titlestat, and found

that larger collections seem to be more likely to ex-

hibit this bias than smaller ones.

Given a set of topics and a set of documents, title-

stat represents the occurrence of an average topic title

word in that set of documents. Formally, for a single

topic T and a set of documents C,

titlestatT =
1

tT

∑
t∈T

|Ct|
min(|C|, df t)

where t is a title word, tT is the number of title words

in that topic, and Ct is the number of documents in C

that contain t. df t is the collection frequency of t; this

normalization is necessary in case t is a very rare term.

Individual per-topic titlestat values are then averaged

over the set of topics. A titlestat of 1.0 indicates that

every document in the set contains a title word. Special

types of titlestats discussed by Buckley et al. include

titlestat rel, the titlestat of the relevant documents in

a collection, and titlestat rank, the titlestat of relevant

documents retrieved at a given rank by a set of runs.

Buckley et al. used the titlestat measure to analyze

the results of the 2004 HARD and Robust tracks in

TREC. These two tracks used a set of old topics origi-

nally developed using TREC disks 4 and 5, and asked

participants to search for those topics in the newer

AQUAINT collection, which has about twice as many

documents. The participating runs found many more

relevant documents than originally existed for those

topics, and generally performed much better than sys-

tems have done on those topics in the older collec-

tion. Moreover, one particular run found a very high

number of unique relevant documents by training a

highly optimized routing query for each topic using

the old relevance judgments. The overall titlestat rel

value for the topics in the new collection was much

higher than for the same topics in the older collection,

indicating that most relevant documents could be lo-

cated with a simple query based on the topic title. The

run with many unique relevant documents had a title-����������������
�����������
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stat rel value closer to that of the old collection. This

run would have been measured unfairly in the new col-

lection if it had not contributed to the pools because the

high-titlestat documents found by the other runs did

not reflect the full landscape of relevant information in

the collection.

In the TREC 2006 terabyte track, we selected docu-

ments to judge in a novel hybrid way, in order to mea-

sure the effects of sparseness and bias. This approach

included a pooled component along with a deeper ran-

dom sample. The following sections introduce the ter-

abyte track, focusing on issues of reusability and fair-

ness, describe the 2006 sampling approach in detail,

quantify how sampling and pooling differ in their sets

of relevant documents and in how they rank the sys-

tems, look explicitly at reusability, and close with a

number of questions that remain to be answered.

3 The TREC terabyte track

The terabyte track began as part of TREC 2004

and has run for three years. It uses the GOV2 doc-

ument collection, a fairly complete crawl of websites

in the .gov domain, which includes sites from many

U.S. federal, state, and local govenrnment agencies.

Crawled in early 2004, GOV2 contains over 25 mil-

lion documents and 426GB of text.2

The main task for the terabyte track is a traditional

adhoc search task. Adhoc search was chosen as a

task rather than something more web-centric because

it is well-understood and because earlier collections

for this task are considered reliable and reusable. In-

deed, all the studies of modern collection reliability

which had been done at that time had examined ad-

hoc test collections. Other tasks in the track include

named-page finding and tests to benchmark the effi-

ciency of systems.

The terabyte track has created a total of 149 adhoc

search topics over the course of TRECs 2004–2006.

These topics are numbered 701–850; topic 703 has no

relevant documents and should not be used.3 Topics

701-800, from 2004 and 2005, have relevance judg-

ments collected using the standard pooling approach

described above. In 2004, pools were formed from

the top 85 documents from two runs per group. In

2005, the pools went down to rank 100 for two runs

per group. Additional details on the 2004 and 2005

terabyte tracks can be found in the respective track

overviews [8, 9].

Initial investigation seemed to indicate that the

2005 terabyte collection is probably reusable, and the

2004 collection less so. We applied Zobel’s leave-one-

out procedure with the modification that we hold out

2http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/test collections/
gov2-summary.htm

3See http://trec.nist.gov/data/terabyte.html
to obtain these topics and their relevance judgments.

maximum maximum

Year Measure abs. diff. rank change

2004 MAP 0.03 −10/ + 3

bpref 0.08 −1/ + 16

2005 MAP 0.04 −4/ + 0

bpref 0.02 −1/ + 8

Table 1. Maximum absolute differences
in score and movement in ranking when
a group is held out of the terabyte track
pools.

Unique rel

Collection Judged Relevant per group

TREC-8 (v4&5) 82102 4728 29.1

TREC-9 (wt10g) 70070 2617 38.4

Terabyte 2004 58077 10617 309.4

Terabyte 2005 45291 10407 201.6

Table 2. Counts of judged, relevant, and
the average number of unique relevant
documents per group in four TREC col-
lections.

the unique relevant documents retrieved by all of the

runs from a single group. The reason for this is that

runs from a single group tend to be very similar, and if

just a single run is held back, the other runs from that

group tend to contribute enough other documents to

cover the held-out run even without that run’s unique

relevant documents [14].

Table 1 shows the results of the leave-a-group-out

(GLOO) experiment for the MAP and bpref measures.

Along with the observed maximum absolute differ-

ence in score, the table also shows the maximum num-

ber of places in the official ranking that a run moves

when ranked using its leave-one-out score rather than

its official score. The absolute differences are small,

except for bpref in 2004. The large movements in the

ranking for some runs deserve closer attention. For ex-

ample, the run that moved downwards by 10 ranks by

MAP score in 2004 was also the run with the maxi-

mum MAP score difference, decreasing from 0.2311

to 0.2037.

We also observed that the terabyte collections have

many more relevant documents and many more unique

relevant documents per group than older collections.

Table 2 compares the 2004 and 2005 terabyte collec-

tions to the TREC-8 adhoc collection and the TREC-

9 web collection, smaller collections that nevertheless

have more judged documents. We can see that in the

terabyte collections, nearly 20-25% of the pool is rel-

evant, and the groups find many more unique relevant

documents. Large numbers of relevant documents can

indicate a less reusable collection, because it implies����������������
�����������
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that even more relevant documents may exist that are

not currently judged.

Additionally, we looked for title-word bias which

might indicate that the collection would favor simple

retrieval strategies. The titlestat rel for the 2004 col-

lection is 0.889 and for the 2005 collection is 0.898.

As absolute figures, these indicate that nearly ev-

ery document judged relevant contains the topic title

words, and consequently we are concerned that there

exist unjudged but relevant documents that do not con-

tain the title words. Because TREC runs quite reason-

ably use the title words as strong indicators of rele-

vance, the top ranked documents tend to contain title

words. However, since these words are much more

frequent in the terabyte collections than in smaller col-

lections, documents with title words fill the pool. Put

another way, our pool depth is too shallow with re-

spect to the collection size to capture the full range of

relevant documents that might exist.

Buckley et al. had a “smoking gun” which indi-

cated title-word bias in the smaller AQUAINT col-

lection, in the form of a run with many unique rel-

evant documents and a much lower titlestat rel than

any other run contributing to that pool [6]. It was clear

that the collection would have been biased against that

run had it not been pooled. However, none of the ter-

abyte track runs has this property. Thus while we had

strong circumstantial evidence of bias in the terabyte

collections, there was no proof.

4 Relevance-based sampling

For the 2006 terabyte track collection, we tried a

different approach to see if we could reduce bias and

increase reusability. The relevance assessment pro-

cess was divided into two phases. In the first phase,

a depth-50 pool was created from up to three runs per

group (one manual and one automatic run, and one run

from the track’s efficiency task). Judgments from this

pool would certainly be adequate to compute MAP to

a reasonable precision for the participating runs. In

the second phase, a random sample starting from rank

1 and including 200 not-previously-judged documents

was drawn from the pool runs. This sample reached to

a depth that varied per topic depending on the number

of relevant documents in the depth-50 pool. Ideally,

this sample should accurately estimate MAP for the

pool runs, and provide a more reusable collection for

future runs.

The sampling strategy, which we call relevance-
based sampling, has two critical parameters: the depth

or maximum rank to sample to, and the sampling rate.

These parameters are estimated with the goal of find-

ing an additional 20 relevant documents in the 200

new documents we plan to judge (rpt, for “relevant-

percent-target”):
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Figure 1. Schematic view for computing
the target sampling depth.

rpt = 20/200

The depth for a single topic is computed as follows.

From the relevance judgments from the depth-50 pool,

we compute the probability of relevance in the pool at

depth 50:

P (rel) = |R|/|J |

where |R| is the number of relevant documents and

|J | the number of judged documents.

As we go deeper into the pool, this probability of

relevance drops off exponentially, but we approximate

this trend with a linear fit. This fit is simpler, but for

the 2004 and 2005 terabyte track collections P (rel) is

actually fairly flat up to rank 1000. Our fit has a fixed

slope for ΔP (rel) per 50 ranks, and compute a rank

x′ where the relevant fraction y = rpt :

x′
= (rpt − slope − P (rel)) · |J |/(−slope)

Following this fit, we estimate the size of a pool

that contains 20 additional relevant documents per 200

judged:

poolsize = |J | + (x′ − |J |) · 2

For topics with very few relevant documents in the

depth-50 pool, this size can by small or even actually

be negative, and so we additionally require that the es-

timated pool size have 200 more documents to judge.

We then estimate the depth for a pool of that size:

depth ′
= poolsize · λ/|J |����������������

�����������
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judged relevant

depth-50 pool 639.7 117.9

sample 491.8 35.1

(not in pool) 210.2 14.0

Table 3. Average number of judged and
relevant documents per topic in the pool
and in the sample. The third line counts
the sampled documents not present in
the depth-50 pool.

where λ is 50. Once this depth is determined, we

pool the runs to that depth, and compute the sampling

rate as 200 divided by the number of unjudged docu-

ments in that pool.

The maximum depth of the sample for the 2006

terabyte topics varies from 57 to 1252, with an av-

erage of 314. Those topics with a shallow sample

depth had very few relevant documents in the depth-

50 pool, and consequently we judged additional doc-

uments from the next few ranks. For those topics, the

sampling rate is very close to 100%, and the sampled

judgments cover the pooled judgments nearly com-

pletely. Topics with a deep sample depth have cor-

respondingly smaller sampling rates and diverge more

from the pooled judgments.

Table 3 shows the number of judged and relevant

documents per topic in the depth-50 pool and in the

sample. The average number of new judged docu-

ments in the sample is not exactly 200 because the

depth of the sample is based on an estimated pool size,

and in any event we draw documents randomly ac-

cording to the computed sampling rate. Note also that

while we did not obtain 20 new relevant documents

on average, we did find at least one new relevant doc-

ument for 46 out of 50 topics, and 20 or more new

relevant documents for 10 topics. Thus, most of these

topics do continue to have relevant documents below

our initial pool depth.

Zobel actually proposed an approach very similar to

this one in his 1998 paper [17]. He fit an exponential

curve to various estimates of P (rel) and found very

good fits up to the pool depths. Our linear estimator is

sufficient for the terabyte collections because the sheer

number of relevant documents makes the probability

of relevance nearly linear at the ranks where we are

looking.

Aslam et al. proposed an intricate sampling scheme

intended to draw the best sample for estimating

mean average precision in the runs being pooled [4].

The prior document probabilities favor documents

at higher ranks, again so as to accurately estimate

MAP [3]. Because of this early-rank prior, this method

is not useful for probing deeply into the runs; be-

cause it is always more likely to draw a relevant docu-

ment from earlier in a ranking, their sampling method

will draw an earlier-retrieved document before one re-

trieved later.

5 Ranking Differences

Given these two sets of relevance judgments, one

from a depth-50 pool and one a relevance-based ran-

dom sample, we first examine if they rank the systems

in the 2006 terabyte track differently. The systems

were scored using mean average precision (MAP) with

the pooled judgments, and inferred average precision

with the sampled judgments.

Since the sampled judgments are by definition in-

complete, and in practice the documents in the top

ranks of the pool runs are fully judged for only a

fraction of the topics, traditional measures such as

mean average precision and precision at fixed rank cut-

offs can’t be computed exactly. While bpref is cer-

tainly usable in this situation, we have begun to exper-

iment with a new measure, inferred average precision

(infAP) [16]. infAP differs from bpref in that it is an

estimate of average precision. When judgments are

complete, infAP and MAP are equal. In the presence

of unjudged documents, instead of assuming them to

be nonrelevant, infAP estimates the set precision at

those ranks using the precision at earlier ranks. This

“interpolation” is only done across documents which

could conceivably have been judged because they were

contained within the sample range of the pool runs.

Formally, infAP is defined as follows. Assume that

the relevance judgments represent a uniform sample

of a pool drawn up to some depth The expectation of

precision of the set of documents up to rank k where k
is the rank of a retrieved relevant document is

E[precision at rank k] =

1

k
· 1 +

k − 1

k

( |Jk−1|
k − 1

· |Rk−1| + ε

|Rk−1| + |Nk−1| + 2ε

)

where Jk−1 is the set of retrieved documents

present in the pool above rank k, Rk−1 is the set of

judged relevant documents above rank k, and Nk−1 is

the set of judged nonrelevant documents above rank k.

Just as with mean average precision, this expectation

is computed at each relevant document, and averaged

over the known relevant documents to yield infAP.

Because infAP is an estimate of average precision,

it provides a strong basis for comparing the ranking

from the sampled set of relevance judgments to the

MAP ranking based on pooled judgments. This is in-

deed the case in Yilmaz and Aslam’s experiments [16].

The sampling scheme described above makes the sit-

uation somewhat different. Rather than being an esti-

mate of the depth-50 MAP, our infAP scores will be

estimates of the MAP from a pool of topic-specific

depth.����������������
�����������
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Figure 2. MAP and infAP scores for the
terabyte 2006 runs.

Figure 2 plots each run’s MAP score based on the

depth-50 pool against its infAP score based on the

sampled judgments. The diagonal indicates where

MAP equals infAP; for all but four runs, the infAP

score is lower than the MAP score. The mean squared

difference is 0.047. This difference is higher than Yil-

maz and Aslam found in their experiments. We might

attribute this to the fact that we are comparing to the

depth-50 MAP rather than the “true” variable-depth

MAP, but in truth MAP at depth 50 should be a good

estimate of the variable-depth MAP for the pooled

runs.

A common metric for comparing retrieval rankings

is Kendall’s tau (τ ) rank correlation. Tau is equiva-

lent to the number of pairwise swaps needed to con-

vert one ranking into another. Voorhees established

as a rule of thumb that a tau of 0.9 represents essen-

tially identical rankings, with any differences that ex-

ist being in the noise of differences between assessor

opinions [13]. The tau correlation between the two

rankings we have here is 0.8, implying that the two

rankings have notable differences despite being very

highly correlated. Where does the difference in these

rankings come from? Since those topics with few rel-

evant documents in the depth-50 pool are represented

by a nearly 100% sample in the sampled judgments,

any difference must come from those topics where we

sampled deeply.

Figure 3 illustrates this trade-off. The root mean

squared difference between MAP and infAP scores for

each topic are plotted against the percentage of the

sampled documents that were first retrieved for that

topic below rank 50, and thus could not have been in

the depth-50 pool. It is clear that the infAP scores
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Figure 3. Per-topic RMS difference be-
tween MAP and infAP versus the fraction
of the sampled judgments coming from
below rank 50.

diverge the most from MAP when the sample mostly

contains deep documents.

But should this necessarily be the case? On the one

hand, a deep sample in our scheme requires a low sam-

pling rate, and thus the documents in the top 50 ranks

will not be well represented in the sample. But re-

call the hypothesis from the SIGIR 2003 workshop:

the judgments will be incomplete simply because the

pools are too shallow to contain all the relevant docu-

ments. But if the documents are essentially like those

retrieved in the higher ranks, and were only left out of

the pool because there were so many of them, then we

would expect that the runs would rank the deep doc-

uments about the same as they rank the earlier ones.

The overall tau is too low for this to be the case.

The most likely reason that infAP scores diverge

from MAP is if very highly-ranked documents are not

in the sample. If a relevant document is retrieved at

rank 1, this has a very large effect on MAP, but if

that document is not sampled, then infAP will nec-

essarily be lower than MAP. This problem is partic-

ularly acute when the sampling rate is low, as it is

in the deeply sampled documents. Simulation experi-

ments with TREC-8 judgments show that forcing the

sample to include everything retrieved at rank 1 has a

big impact on the difference between infAP and MAP.

Based on this, we are currently investigating stratified

sampling approaches that combine good coverage at

the very top of the ranking with deep samples where

needed.����������������
�����������
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6 Reduced bias

The main goal of sampling deeply into the runs was

to try and get different relevant documents than those

higher in the rankings, specifically those with lower

titlestat. Buckley et al. conjectured that the pools

from smaller collections are deep enough (with respect

to the collection as a whole) to contain a sufficient

variety of documents such that a bias towards title-

only queries is avoided [6]. If the terabyte collections

only have high-titlestat judgments, then they are less

reusable than if we had a variety of documents judged.

The titlestat rel for the sampled judgments is 0.899,

compared to 0.93 for the depth-50 pool. When we con-

sider only the sampled documents below depth 50, the

titlestat rel is 0.851. Did this lower titlestat come from

sparse sampling, or from going more deeply into the

runs?

To try to answer this question, we divided the sam-

pled documents into ten chunks based on the rank that

the document was first retrieved by a pool run. We then

computed the titlestat rel for each chunk, and plotted

that value against the median rank of the documents

in that chunk. The plots for each topic are shown in

Figure 4.

The graphs show that the sampling scheme in-

deed found lower titlestat documents when we sam-

pled deeply, but not always, and sometimes they were

found without needing to search so deeply. For ex-

ample, topic 822 has low titlestat documents at rather

shallow ranks. In contrast, topic 834 only achieves

similarly low titlestat at a much greater depth. For

topic 832, we sampled quite deeply without ever find-

ing very low titlestat. Rarely do we see a topic with

what we might think of as the expected pattern, a

steady drop-off in titlestat values as documents come

from deeper ranks.

All of this illustrates that title-word bias has a strong

topic effect. For some topics, the title words are really

the best indicators of document relevance. For others,

there are other useful words not in the topic title. The

number of relevant documents also plays a role.

7 Reusability

We next looked to see if the sampled judgments are

any more or less reusable than the depth-50 pooled

judgments. Table 4 shows the results of the leave-

a-group-out test. The systems’ infAP scores change

somewhat less than do their MAP scores, and there is

much less movement in the ranking with infAP. Bpref

again is a much less reusable measure.

Note that this is a somewhat artificial experiment,

because even though a group is held out of the infAP

sample, it still contributed to the depth-50 pool which

was used to decide the infAP sampling depth and rate.
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Figure 4. Titlestat rel at different ranks in
the sampled judgments for each topic.

maximum maximum

Qrels Measure abs. diff. rank change

Depth-50 MAP 0.03 −15/ + 2

bpref 0.13 −0/ + 29

Sample infAP 0.02 −8/ + 2

Table 4. Maximum absolute differences
and ranking movement when leaving a
group out of the 2006 judgment pools
and samples.����������������
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Figure 5. Difference in average per-topic
sampling depths for each participating
group when it is held out of the depth-
50 pool. Each bar represents a group.

If in fact a group did not participate in the pooling pro-

cess, then our sampling depths might have been some-

what different. It’s not possible to draw a new sample

after holding each group’s runs out, so instead in or-

der to measure this effect we recomputed the sampling

depths for the residual judgments when each group

was held out.

Figure 5 shows the difference for each group in the

average per-topic sampling depth from that of the of-

ficial qrels.4 For most groups, the difference is minor

(three ranks or less), but for some groups, we would

have sampled much more deeply for some topics had

they not participated. The runs from those groups con-

tributed many unique documents (thus increasing the

total number of judged documents), but relatively few

of them were actually relevant.

The complete effect on these groups of being held

out of the entire process is hard to gauge. The scores

for these groups’ runs do not change very much, and

they cause minor ranking changes if any, when their

unique relevant documents are held out. If they had not

participated, and consequently we had sampled more

deeply, we might have discovered their unique docu-

ments. However, deeper sample depths mean a lower

sampling rate overall.

The sampling mechanism itself presents another

risk, namely that the sample that happens to be drawn

at evaluation time will be infelicitous and not score a

run or a group fairly. This is a risk to the evaluation

itself, and also to future reuse.

To measure any effect that random sampling might

4The “official qrels” sampling depth is slightly different than that

derived from the depth-50 pool. This is because after the both the

pools and samples were judged, a second judging pass was made

over both qrels sets to rectify conflicting judgments between near-

duplicate documents, as recommended by [5]. In the graph here, we

are comparing to the depth that would have been used based on the

duplicate-corrected qrels. The difference involved is very small.

have on infAP scores, we drew 100 random subsam-

ples of the depth-50 pool, and used these qrels sub-

sets to score the runs using infAP. The samples were

drawn at the same rates as were used to select the of-

ficial sampled judgments; the difference here is that

we only drew the sample within the pool, so that all

sampled documents would have a relevance judgment.

From this data, we conducted two analyses of vari-

ance. The first ANOVA looked at the variance of

all the infAP scores as a function of topic and sam-

ple. The sample was never a significant effect (even

at α = 0.05) but topic was significant for 45 out of

50 topics. Incorporating the runs into the model is

complicated simply because runs normally vary in ef-

fectiveness in a topic-dependent fashion. In the end

we ran a second ANOVA of infAP score by topic and

sample within each run. For two runs, sample was

moderately significant (p = 0.016 and 0.014); these

were two runs from the same group, and their maxi-

mum average infAP scores in any sample were 0.1002

and 0.0866. From this, we conclude that the variance

across samples such as those we are drawing should

not be a worry.

8 Future work

There are a number of unanswered questions in this

work. Chief among them is whether or not the sam-

pled judgments are “more fair” to future runs than the

pooled judgments. This seems intuitively like it should

be so, but it’s actually quite a difficult question to an-

swer. In contrast to smaller TREC collections, where

we are more sure of having a sufficiently complete set

of judgments that can be thought of as “truth”, we have

no sufficiently complete qrels for the terabyte collec-

tions. We have done a number of simulation experi-

ments in the older collections, but the relatively low

occurrence of relevant documents in those collections

is itself challenging. For example, MAP computed

from a depth-20 pool in TREC-8 is actually very close

to MAP in the official depth-100 pool. So creating

equivalent conditions for simulation is difficult.

Furthermore, it’s hard to know for sure if the sam-

pled judgments are “more true” than the pool because

we observe a large topic effect in titlestat. Whether

we can sample deeply to overcome bias depends on

if the bias exists for the topic, which itself depends

somewhat on how the title section is stated. Some-

times title-word bias is exactly what systems should

always do, because that is simply the best articulation

of the search need given the document collection, and

there really are no other kinds of relevant documents

than those which contain the topic title words.

Another question is that of an optimal sampling

strategy that balances meaningful measures of effec-

tiveness with reusability and low bias. Uniform ran-

dom sampling is not usable because it will not recover����������������
�����������
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enough relevant documents at any reasonable sam-

pling rate. Sampling strategies such as that of Aslam

et al. focus too strongly on the early ranks, and as such

fall prey to title-word bias [4]. However, early ranks

need to be covered if MAP is to be accurately esti-

mated; if the sample rate is too sparse, then it is likely

we will miss judging documents from the first two or

three ranks, which are critical to MAP. The sampling

strategy described here can be too sparse to cover those

early ranks. At the “deep end” of the sample, because

we have no complete judgments to compare to, we

can’t be certain that we’re locating enough low-titlestat

documents to make the collection sufficiently more

fair. Currently, we are investigating whether stratified

sampling strategies (and measures that can cope with

them) can solve this problem.

Related to this is the amount of time we spent judg-

ing pool. We almost certainly did not need to judge to

rank 50 to train our sampler adequately. The depth-50

pool is much larger than the sample. We would prefer

to spend more time on deep samples and less time in

the pool.

Lastly, our present understanding of test collection

reusability is very limited. The leave-a-group-out test

only measures reuse for systems that could have con-

tributed to the pool. However, retrieval algorithms do

improve with time (we hope!). A leave-a-group-out

study of the TREC-8 collection shows it to be reusable,

but that collection is now nearly eight years old, and

in the meantime completely different retrieval models

have been developed, largely using that collection and

others as measuring devices.

9 Conclusion

The TREC 2006 terabyte track created two sets of

relevance judgments, one a depth-50 pool, the other a

random sample of a “virtual” pool where the depth and

sampling rate varied per topic. The sampling model

was trained from the judgments on the depth-50 pool,

an approach we call relevance-based sampling. Sys-

tems are ranked differently between the two sets of

judgments. At present, we can’t determine if one is

more “true” or “correct” than the other, because there

is no sufficiently complete set of judgments in the ter-

abyte collection for comparison, and also because of

topic effects. Intuitively, it seems that the sampled

judgments should offer a more complete measure of

effectiveness, but several issues in the sampling strat-

egy need to be more closely examined. Most of the

discrepancy is likely due to sparse samples missing

documents retrieved at rank 1.

A short series of experiments, including holding a

group out of the pool and looking at sample variance,

seems to indicate that the sampled judgments are more

reusable than the pooled ones. This is only an argu-

ment for using the sampled judgments if you believe

the sampled judgment ranking, but it is certainly good

to know that sampling doesn’t make a collection less
reusable.
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